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About this book
The Textile Skill Sector Council (TSC) is promoted by members associations of Confederation Indian
Textile Industry (CITI) is one of the important sector skill council undertaking the skill development
activities of spinning, weaving, processing and hand loom textile sectors requirements. National skill
Development Corporation (NSDC) approved TSC for above sectors and also extends necessary
funding support to skill development.
Ring frame tenter is one of the important category of workmen employed by spinning mills. Though
the spinning sector predominantly under organised sector and has been following systematic
method for training the workmen also the guidance of textile research association particularly SITRA
for decades and recent decades IE division of SIMA. TSC has brought proper system as per the guide
lines of NSDC for skill development. Any ring frame tenter adapting the work methods and processes
specified in this book would be in a position to acquire the required skills on a fast track and give high
productivity and improved quality.
TSC wishes all the ring frame tenters would be using this book to derive full advantage and make the
dream of our Honourable Prime Minister “Skill in India” true.
This Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the specific Qualification Pack (QP). Each
National Occupational (NOS) is covered across Unit/s.
Key Learning Objectives for the specific NOS mark the beginning of the Unit/s for that NOS. The
symbols used in this book are described below.
Key learning: It says about what you will able to do at the end of each module
Steps: Operations procedure were provided in sequent order (step by step)
Tips: Guide lines to understand the units easily
Notes: Space provided to reader for taking notes, observations, etc.
Unit Objectives: It says about what you will learn exactly from each unit

Symbols Used
!
Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

Tips
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1. Introduction
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss the scenario of Indian textile industry and its sub-sectors
2. Discuss the process of ring spun yarn manufacturing
3. Define your roles and responsibilities
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UNIT 1.1: The Textile industry and spinning sector in india

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.

Discuss about contribution of textile industry in india
Learn about different segments in textile industry

1.1.1 The Textile Industry in India
Indian textile industry is more than 5000 years old, accounts 12% industry production, 14% earnings,
4% GDP and employ more than 500 million people across the nation particularly people below poverty
line and women folks.In the pre-independence era, Indian Textile Industry was prevented from
expanding by the British Rulers and they exported our human skills and began dominating in global
textile trade. After independence, only the mechanized textile industry in the country started growing.
The Industrial Liberalization policy helped the textile industry to increase the capacity rapidly. Now, the
country is rich in both natural and man-made resources.

1.1.2 Different Segments in Textile Industry
Textile industry consists of different segments namely cotton cultivation, man-made & synthetic fibres
manufacturing, other natural fibres manufacturing, ginning, spinning, weaving, knitting, processing,
garment, made-ups, technical textiles, etc.

1.1.2.1 Cotton cultivation

Figure 1.1.2.1 Cotton plant
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Cotton is the basic raw material (cotton fibre) to cotton textile industry. It is the most important fibre
cropfor the entire world. India is the world’s third largest producer of cotton after China and the USA.
In India, the states of Maharashtra (30%), Gujarat (20%) and Andhra Pradesh (15%) and also Punjab,
Haryana and Madhya Pradesh, are the leading cotton producing states, these states have a
predominantly tropical wet and dry climate. Cotton in India provides direct income to 10 million
farmers and about 50 million people employed in cotton trade and its processing.

1.1.2.2 Synthetic & Manmade fibres Manufacturing

Figure 1.1.2.2 Synthetic and man-made fibres (Filament form)

Syntheticfibres are produced directly by the polymerisation of synthetic chemicals at present obtained
as by-products of the petro-chemical industry: typical examples are nylon and polyester.
Example: Polyester, Nylon, Acrylic, etc
Manmade fibres are produced from naturally occurring material, mainly wood pulp or cotton lint, and
the most commonly used example of this form of fibre is rayon.
Example: Viscose Rayon, Modal, Tencel or Lyocell
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1.1.2.3 Spinning

Figure 1.1.2.3 Spinning machine

Spinning is the primary stage of textile product processing. The process of making yarns from the
textile fibre is called spinning.
Spinning process is varying depending upon the fibre types. There are different methods for
spinning yarn which is given in table below.
Table 1.1.2.3 Spinning process types

Fibre type
Staple fibres (Cotton, Man-made
& synthetic)

Polymer (Synthetic fibres)

Spinning method

Type of yarn produced

Ring spinning

Carded, Combed, Compact, etc

Rotor spinning

Open end yarn

Vortex spinning

Vortex yarn

Airjet spinning

Airjet spun yarn

Wet spinning

Filament yarn

Dry spinning

Filament yarn

Melt spinning

Filament yarn
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1.1.2.4 Weaving
Weaving is described as inter-lacing, usually at right angles, of two sets of threads to form cloth or
other types of woven textiles. Today this process is mostly automated for mass production.

Figure 1.1.2.4.1 Weaving machine

In it, two distinct sets of yarns called the warp and the weft are interlaced with each other to form
a fabric. The lengthwise yarns, which run from the back to the front of the loom are called the
warp. The crosswise yarns are the filling or weft. A loom is a device for holding the warp threads in
place while the filling threads are woven through them.

Figure 1.1.2.4.2 Weaving demonstratio
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1.1.2.5 Knitting
After weaving, the most prevalent method of fabric construction is knitting. The yarn in knitted fabrics
follows a meandering path, forming symmetric loops or stitches.

Figure 1.1.2.5 .1 Knitting machine

When the interlocking loops run lengthwise, each row is called a wale. A wale can be compared with
the warp in weaving. When the loops run across the fabric, each row is called a course. A course
corresponds to the filling, or weft.
There are two major varieties of knitting: weft knitting and warp knitting. In weft knitting, one
continuous yarn forms courses across the fabric. In warp knitting, a series of yarns form wales in the
lengthwise direction of the fabric.

Figure 1.1.2.5.2 Structure of knitted fabric

1.1.2.6 Nonwoven
Nonwoven fabrics are made by bonding or interlocking fibers or filaments by Mechanical, Thermal,
Chemical or Solvent means.
Nonwoven Fabric has gradually gained importance in various industrial applications along with
medicine, personal care, hygiene and household uses. They are used in Interlinings and apparel,
Carpet backing and underlay, Needle punched felt for backing of PVC floor covering, Home furnishing
and household products, Medical, sanitary and surgical applications, Book cloths, Industrial wiping
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cloths, Filtration, Shoe Linings, Automotive applications, Laundry & carry bags in technical textile
industry, etc.

Figure 1.1.2.5.3 Nose mask (non woven fabric)

1.1.2.6 Processing
In processing the grey or fabric is finished into white or coloured or printed fabrics. The grey fibres and
yarns are also finished into white or coloured fibres and yarns.

Figure 1.1.2.6 .1 Processing machine

Wet processing is one of the major streams in textile engineering refers to textile chemical processing.
Normally wet processing includes desizing, scouring, bleaching, dyeing, printing and finishing etc.

Before scouring

After scouring
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Before bleaching

After bleaching

Before dyeing

After dyeing

Before printing

After printing

Figure 1.1.2.6 .2 Difference in fabric appearance before and after processing
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1.1.2.7 Garment
A complete garment has to face several processes such as designing, pattern making, cutting, sewing,
inspection and packing. Garment industry has two types one is woven garment and another is knitted
garment. Example for woven garment products is shirt, pant, etc., and for knitted garment products is
an inner wear product such as briefs, vest, etc. Apart from this, apparel products home furnishing
products such as made-ups, kitchen towels, upholstery products, etc., are produced under woven
garments.

Figure 1.1.2.7 Sewing process (Garment making)

Exercise
1. What are the segments in textile industry?
2. What you mean by synthetic and man-made fibres?
3. Which machine produces the open end yarn?
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UNIT 1.2: Spinning

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Understand the position of our role in a spinning mill

2.

Discuss the process sequence in spun yarn manufacturing

3.

Understand the function of all machines involved in the spun manufacturing

4.

Learn and know some basic technical terms

1.2.1 Organizational Structure in a Spinning Mill

Figure 1.2.1 Organisational Sturcture in a Spinning Mill
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1.2.2 Process Flow in a Spinning Mill
In the spinning sector spun yarn is manufactured from cotton/man-made/synthetic fibres. The
process flow-chart for spun yarn manufacturing is given below.

Mixing
Blow room
Carding

Drawing

Sliver lap

OE Spinning

Ribbon lap
Comber

Drawing 1
Packing (Single
Yarn)

Reeling
Drawing 2
Bundling
Simplex

Baling

Ring Spinning
Doubler Winding
Reeling

Doubling

Bundling

Reeling

Baling
(Single Yarn)

Bundling
Cone Winding

Baling (Doubled
Yarn)

Doubler Winding

Packing

Doubling

Reeling

Cone Winding

Bundling

Packing (Doubled
Yarn)

Packing (Doubled
Yarn)

Figure 1.2.2 Process Flow in a Spinning Mill
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The objectives of all the process involved in the spun yarn manufacturing is described below.

1.2.2.1 Mixing
In general, the fibres come in highly compressed bale form. The fibre bales are opened manually and
mixing is prepared with small tufts of fibres to feed in the blow room line.

1.2.2.2 Blowroom
From the opened flocks, the remnant seed coats, leaf particles are removed and the flocks are divided
into small tufts in the blowroom machine. Then the opened and cleaned flocks are converted into lap
form in conventional blow room machine. In the modern Blow room, the opened and cleaned flocks
are directed to carding machine through chute feed system.

Figure 1.2.2.2 Blow room-Bale plucker machine

1.2.2.3 Carding
The left out wastes like seed coat pieces, leafy material, micro dust are removed and fibres are
separated, short fibres removal, neps removal take place in the carding process.

Figure 1.2.2.3 Carding machine
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1.2.2.4 Super Lap Former
The super lap former is an advanced machine in which two processes of sliver lap former and ribbon
lap former are combined. However, it needs one pre-drawing operation where carded slivers are
doubled (normally 8 slivers) and one sliver is made to make the fibres across the sliver parallel by
drafting and also make it uniform. The pre-drawing slivers are doubled (normally 24 slivers) and
converted into lap which becomes the supply package for comber.

Figure 1.2.2.4 Super lap former machine

1.2.2.5 Comber
The laps are doubled, short fibres are removed in the comber and sliver is produced. The short fibres
removed in the comber is called as noil (comber waste which becomes raw material for open end
spinning to produce coarser count yarn).

Figure 1.2.2.5 Comber machine
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1.2.2.6 Draw Frame
Normally two passages of draw frames are used after carding or after combing. In both the draw
frames the slivers are doubled, drafted (attenuated) to make the fibres more parallel and also to get
more uniform sliver.

Figure 1.2.2.6 Draw frame machine

1.2.2.7 Simplex
The finisher draw frame slivers are fed into the simplex machine where the sliver is drafted (thinned
down), twist is imparted and wound on a bobbin. The twist is essential to for unwinding without
stretching at ring frame. The output of the simplex is called roving.

Figure 1.2.2.7 Simplex machine
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1.2.2.8 Ring Frame
Ring frame is the process where the yarn is produced. The simplex roving bobbin is fed into the ring
frame machine. The roving is drafted through a pair of rollers, twisted, yarn is produced and wound on
a bobbin called cop.

Figure 1.2.2.8 Ring frame machine

1.2.2.9 Cone Winding
The ring frame cop is processed in the cone winding machine, the yarn faults are removed by passing
the yarn through cleaners and wound on a cone. The smaller package (40 to 60 grams) is converted
into a bigger package (1kg are more).

Figure 1.2.2.9 Autoconer (Cone winding) machine
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1.2.2.10 Reeling
If the yarn is required in hank form (for mercerising, bleaching and dyeing purpose), the ring frame cop
yarn is wound on a swift and hank is produced.

Figure 1.2.2.10 Reeling machine

1.2.2.11 Open End Spinning
Rotor spinning, air vortex spinning and friction spinning are the technologies of open end spinning.
The draw frame sliver is directly converted into yarn and wound on a cheese or cone. Thus simplex,
ring frame and winding processes are combined into a single process in open end spinning process.

Figure 1.2.2.11 Open end spinning machine

1.2.2.12 Assembly Winding
In order to make two or more ply yarn, two or more cones are fed into this machine and parallel yarns
are produced and wound on a cheese.

Figure 1.2.2.12 Assembly winding machine
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1.2.2.13 Doubling Frame
The parallel yarns cheese produced at the assembly winding process is twisted and wound on a cop.
The cop is converted either into cone in cone winding or into hank in reeling and taken for further
process.

Figure 1.2.2.13 Ring Doubling machine

1.2.2.14 Two For One Twister (TFO)
In this process the twisting and cone winding processes are combined. The parallel yarns cheese is fed
into this machine, twisted and the yarn is wound on a cone.

Figure 1.2.2.14 TFO machine
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1.2.3 Types of material form in Spinning Process
1.2.3.1 Bale
A pressed form of textile raw material (Cotton/Polyester).

Figure 1.2.3.1 Cotton bale

1.2.3.2 Blowroom Lap
It is the folded form (like mat) of compact and uniform lengthy sheet of compressed fibers. It is the
product of blowroom machine

Figure 1.2.3.2 Blowroom lap

1.2.3.3 Sliver can
A thick, untwisted rope of cotton fibres, uniform in thickness. This is normally collected in a
cylindrical drum called can. It is the product of carding or drawframe machine.

Figure 1.2.3.3 Sliver (collected using cylindrical drum called can)
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1.2.3.4 Roving bobbin
Material on which the roving coming out of the front rollers in fly frame is wound. Normally
depending on size: (about 1000 grams to 2500 grams of material is contained in one roving bobbin.)

Figure 1.2.3.4 Roving bobbin

1.2.3.5 Cop
A form of yarn package spun on a ring spindle or ring doubling spindle.

Figure 1.2.3.5 Roving bobbin

1.2.3.6 Cone
A conical package of yarn wound on a conical support of paper/plastic material. It is the final
product of spinning process produced in winding machine.

Figure 1.2.3.6 Cone package
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1.2.4 The objectives of Ring Spinning machine
The main objective of spinning is to convert the roving into yarn and is done by,
(i) Drafting (to reduce the size of strand),
(ii) Twisting (to impart strength to the material by means of ring, spindle and traveller),
(iii) Winding (the winding is taking place during the rotation of traveller behind the spindle),
(iv) Cop building (to form compact package with curved bottom and tapered top)

1.2.5 Parts and function of Ring frame machine
Some of the major parts of ring frame machine are given below,

1.2.5.1 Bobbin holder
It is fixed in the creel bar.
To hold the bobbin, rotating freely during unwinding of rove.

Figure 1.2.5.1 Bobbin holder

1.2.5.2 Roving guide rod
It is fixed in the creel bar.
To guide the rove from very last row of creel and imparts necessary tension during unwinding.

Figure 1.2.5.2 Roving guide rod
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1.2.5.3 Condenser
It is fixed behind the back drafting rollers.
To guide the roving into the drafting zone assembly.

Figure 1.2.5.3 Roving condenser

1.2.5.4 Toparm
It is fixed in the top drafting zone.
To hold the top rollers and to impart required pressure over the material.

Figure 1.2.5.4 Top arm

1.2.5.5 Top roll
It is fixed in the top cradle assembly and the set of assembly such as top roll, cradle, top apron and
spacer is fixed in the top arm.
Used to draft the material.

Figure 1.2.5.5 Top roll
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1.2.5.6 Bottomroll
It is fixed in the roller stand.
Used to draft the material.

Figure 1.2.5.6 Bottom drafting roller

1.2.5.7 Top apron
It is fixed in the top cradle assembly.
To guide the fibres to front roller nip effectively.

Figure 1.2.5.7 Top apron

1.2.5.8 Top cradle
It is fixed in the top arm (middle draft zone).
To guide the top apron.

Figure 1.2.5.8 Top cradle
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1.2.5.9 Spacer
It is fixed in the top cradle assembly to maintain the space between top & bottom apron in the
middle drafting zone.
To keep necessary clearance between top and bottom aprons.

Figure 1.2.5.9 Spacer

1.2.5.10 Nose bar
It is also one of part in the assembly of bottom cradle set.
To guide and position bottom aprons.

Figure 1.2.5.10 Nose bar

1.2.5.11 Pneumafil tube
It is placed under the nip of very last drafting rollers and it is connected with the pneumafil duct.
To suck the fibrous material whenever yarn break occurs.

Figure 1.2.5.11 Pneumafil tube
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1.2.5.12 Roller stand
It is fixed over the roller beam.
To hold the bottom rollers.

Figure 1.2.5.12 Roller stand

1.2.5.13 Lappet with hook
It is fixed in the lappet rail on which it is tilted upwards whenever the cop taken out from spindle.
Guides yarn from nip of the front roller to traveller.

Figure 1.2.5.13 Lappet hook

1.2.5.14 ABC ring
It is fixed in ABC ring rail to reduce yarn ballooning and tension.
ABC ring rail is apart which is used to hold the ABC ring and move upward and downward direction
along with the ring rail.

Figure 1.2.5.14 Anti Baloon Control ring
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1.2.5.15 Ring
It is fixed in the ring rail to acts as a guide for the traveller.
Ring rail is apart which is used to hold the ring and move upward and down ward direction to build
the cop.

Figure 1.2.5.15 Ring

1.2.5.16 Traveller
It is hooked over the wedged profile of ring.
Used to impart twist into the yarn and assist in package winding.

Figure 1.2.5.16 Traveller

1.2.5.17 Spindle
To hold the cop
A main element for twisting and package winding.

Figure 1.2.5.17 Spindle
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1.2.5.18 Spindle brake
It is fitted at the bottom of spindle, used to stop the spindle.

Figure 1.2.5.18 Spindle brake

1.2.5.19 Gripper (Autodoff)
It is used in autodoffing system to grip the cop/empty tube during doffing and donning.

Figure 1.2.5.19 Gripper (used in auto doffer ring frame)

1.2.5.20 Servo disc (Auto doff)
To hold the cop/empty tube and shift it from one place to another.

Figure 1.2.5.20 Servo disc (used in auto doffer ring frame)
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1.2.5.21 OHTC (Over Head Travelling Cleaner)
To blow air over the machine to clean accumulated dust/waste.
To suck and collect the fallen waste from floor.

Figure 1.1.5.21 OHTC

1.2.6 Basic Technical Terms
1.2.6.1 Fibres
A long and narrow hair-like component of plant or animal tissue, characterized by flexibility,
fineness, and high ratio of length to thickness used to create a yarn or textile.

1.2.6.2 Classification of fibres
TEXTILE FIBRES

NATURAL

VEGETABLE
FIBRES

MAN-MADE

ANIMAL
FIBRES

MINERAL
FIBRES

ORGANIC

INORGANIC

Glass
Metallic
Speciality

Seed

Bast

Leaf

Cotton
Kapok

Jute
Flex
He
Cotton

Manila
Sisal

NATURAL
POLYMER

Rayan
Lyocell
Acrtate
Triacetate

Figure 1.2.6.2.1 Classification of fibres
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SYNTHETIC
POLYMER

Acrylic
Modacrylic
Nylon
Polyester
Aramind
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In spinning cotton, viscose and polyester staple fibres are used to produce yarn. Each fibre has different physical and chemical
properties. Hence, utmost care has to be taken in identifying the types of fibres processed and specified systems are followed
to avoid mix-up.

Cotton fibres

Polyester staple fibres

Viscose staple fibres
Figure 1.2.6.2.2 Different nature of Staple fibres
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1.2.6.3 Yarn
A continuous strand of twisted thread of natural or synthetic materials such as cotton or polyester used in weaving or knitting.

Single yarn (produced in two

Ply yarn (two or more yarns twisted

different direction of twists)

together to produced ply yarn)

Figure 1.2.6.3 Structure of yarn

1.2.6.4 Yarn count
Yarn count is a numbering system, which defines its fineness or coarseness. If the mass is kept constant and specific unit
length within the mass is counted, it is indirect system and it is vice versa in the direct system. Ne, Nm, Tex, Denier, etc., are
some of the commonly used numbering systems.
Ne is English numbering. Under this system, the number of hanks of 840 yards in one pound is called as count. For example, if
there is one 840 yards in one pound, it is 1s count, if there are two 840 yards in one pound, it is 2s count, if there are forty 840
yards in pound, it is 40s count.

Figure 1.2.6.4 In-direct system of yarn count

The above Figure reveals that more the number has lesser in size and vice versa.
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1.2.6.5 Classification of spun yarns
By staple length the spun yarn categorized into two types is (i) short staple (ii) long staple yarn.
Short staple yarns are formed by several different spinning processes such as Ring spinning, Open-end spinning, air jet
spinning, etc. Hence we have such classifications as ring yarn, rotor yarn, air jet yarn, etc. The important thing is that each of
these yarns has a different structure and exhibit different properties.
Long staples: woolen and worsted yarns.
Based on the end use, the ring spun yarns classified as carded yarn, combed yarn, warp and weft yarn (for woven fabric),
hosiery yarn (for knitted fabric), sewing thread, core spun yarn (with spandex core or any other core), siro yarn, fancy yarn,
melange yarn, etc.
Carded yarn:
The yarn which is produced without combing process is called carded yarn. It has more short fibres, more hairiness in its
peripheral, less strength and used as warp and weft in weaving.
Combed yarn:
The yarn which is produced with combing is called combed yarn. It has lesser short fibres, less hairiness, more strength than
carded yarn and used as warp and hosiery in weaving and knitting.
Warp yarn:
It is ‘z’ twisted yarn. It is produced with more strength to bear the stress produced during warping and weaving process.
Weft yarn:
It is ‘s’ twisted yarn. It is produced with lesser strength.
Hosiery yarn:
It is low twisted yarn used in knitting.
Sewing thread:
It is low twisted synthetic spun yarn.
Core spun yarn:

The yarn is created by twisting staple fibers around a central filament core, usually made of polyester for extra strength. It is
40% to 50% stronger than normal spun yarn.
Siro yarn:
It is kind of doubled yarn which is produced at ring spinning by feeding two or more rovings.
Fancy yarn:
Yarns made for decorative purposes. The ornamentation of the thread is produced in variety of ways, such as a combination of
different colours, combination of threads of different types, the production of thick and thin places, the production of curls,
loops, slubs, etc., at suitable intervals. The majority of these fancy yarns are folded yarns, two or more threads being
combined in some special way to produce the desired effect.
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Melange yarn:
It is a yarn dyed product, which means that part of the fibers are dyed before mixing into the raw fibers (those fibers that have
not been dyed) for spinning.

1.2.6.6 Fabric
Fabric refers to any textile material made through weaving, knitting, braiding and bonding of fibers. Fabric can be classified
based on various criteria.

Exercise
1. What are all the processes involved for producing yarn in a spinning mill?
2 . What is the output material of comber machine?
3. What is the objective of ring spinning machine?
4. Where the spacers fitted in ring frame machine and brief its function?
5. What you mean by yarn count and what system is used to differentiate the count among different running counts?
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UNIT 1.3: Job Role of a Ring Frame Tenter
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Know about nature of work

2.

Understand the responsibilities of ring frame tenter

1.3.1 Job Role of a Ring Frame Tenter
The ring frame tenterrole is to feed roving (supply package) and produces yarn wound on a cop.
Though the yarn manufacturing activities is carried out by the machine, ring frame tenter has to
primarily attend the end breaks, patrol the machine, clean drafting zone& thread path frequently and
produce the quality yarn with specified production and productivity. The ring frame tenter should be
aware of the count spun, color coding, safety procedure, quality parameters, etc., and attend the
machine.

Exercise
1. What are the major duties of ring frame tenter?
2. How the duties differed from responsibilities and give two examples for responsibilities of ring
frame tenter?
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2. Taking charge of shift
and Handing over
shift to Tenter
Unit 2.1 – Taking charge of shift from the ring frame tenter
Unit 2.2 – Handing over shift to the ring frame tenter
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.

Learning general discipline

2.

Become well verse with basic skills of communication

3.

Understand the role of Ring frame tenter

4.

Perform tasks while taking charge of shift and handing over shift

5.

Become familiar in faults identification
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UNIT 2.1: Taking charge of shift from the Ring Frame Tenter

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Learn general discipline

2.

Become well verse with basic skills of communication

3.

Understand the role of Ring frame tenter

4.

Perform tasks while taking charge of shift

5.

Become familiar in faults identification

2.1.1 Come at least 10-15 Minutes Earlier to the Work Spot
 Timely work is very important to prevent accident
 Late coming cause inconvenience to our co-workers
 Late start of work emotionally disturbed and feel nervous because we know that we are behind

and we cannot waste time

Punctuality at work
Figure2.1.1 Time punctuality
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2.1.2 Bring Necessary Operational Tools to the Department
2.2.2.1 Cleaning stick
Used for cleaning pnuemafil tubes chocking

Figure 2.1.2.1 Cleaning stick

2.2.2.2 Cleaning brush
Used for cleaning machines gear end, off end, drafting zone, etc.

Figure 2.1.2.2 Cleaning brush
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2.1.3 Meet Previous Shift Operator and Discuss with him
Regarding the Issues Faced by them with Respect to the
Quality/Production, Spare, Safety or Any Other Specific
Instruction, etc.

Figure 2.1.3 Meet previous shift operator and discuss

2.1.4 Understand the Count Produced, Color Coding
Followed in the Ring Frame for the Allocated Number of
Machines
Count:
It is the number given to yarn to describe its fineness (linear density). Yarn count is a numbering
system. If the mass is kept constant and specific unit’s length within the mass is counted, it is indirect
system and it is vice versa in the direct system. Ne, Tex, Denier, etc., are the some of the commonly
used numbering systems.

Ne is English numbering. Under this system, the number of hanks of 840 yards in one pound is called
count. For example, if there is one 840 yards in one pound, it is 1s count, if there are two 840 yards in
one pound, it is 2s count, if there are forty 840 yards in pound, it is 40s count.
Color code:
It is the system to handle the different count of products processed in the spinning mill to avoid count
mix-up. Usually it is followed in the items of P/C mixing, sliver can, roving bobbin, cop, cone, etc., using
colors.
For example in simplex department different colors of empty bobbins or bottom inserts are used to
make difference from other count of products.
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2.1.5 Ensure the Technical Details are Mentioned in the
Display Board in the Ring Frame Machine
Check the details provided in the display board are correct and ensure the same with the supervisor
for any clarifications.
Display board:
To display technical details such as yarn count, count description, twist multiplier, color code, traveler
count, traveler change date, etc.

Figure 2.1.5 Display/count board in R/F

2.1.6 Check the Availability of Spare Bobbins
Ensure the availability of spare bobbins at machine

Figure 2.1.6 Blue color holder represents reserve holder to keep the bobbins as reserve
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2.1.7 Check the Availability of Bobbin Trolley with Technical
Details Mentioned Regarding the Count being Produced
Ensure the availability of bobbin trolley with respect to the count being produced

Figure 2.1.7 Bobbin stacking area

2.1.8 Check the Condition of Running Travellers
•

Check the traveller change date

•

Check the level of fluff loading in traveller

•

Check the traveller fly out rate

•

Check the breakages rate

2.1.9 Check the Roving Passage and Yarn Formation
Check and correct improper passage of roving.
The passage of material in ring frame is,
Roving bobbin – roving guide rod – roving guide/condenser – drafting zone – lappet hook – ABC ring –
finally wound on cop
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1.Creel
2.Bobbin holder
3.Roving guide
4.Drafting zone
5.Pneumafil duct
6.Lappet hook
7.Abc ring
8.Separator plate
9.Ring
10.Ring rail

Figure 2.1.9 Passage of material in ring frame

2.1.10 Check for the Runouts and Availability of Roving
Bobbins
Check the machine for bobbin exhaust and ensure the availability of bobbins at machine creel, bobbin
trolley and stack.

2.1.11 Ensure that All the Spindles are Running Properly, If
Not Should be Enquired for Reason for the Idle Spindle and
Reported to the Superior
Patrol machine to identify the idle spindles and cut roving and report to the respective person to take
necessary action.
Idle spindle:
Spindle being idle due to apron cut, tape cut, etc.
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2.1.11.1 Steps: Procedure after identifying spindle tape cut
STEP 1: Cut running roving & wrap
around the roving guide rod

STEP 2: Remove broken tape & tie
in safe gaurd

2.1.12 EnsureProper Functioning of Ring Frame Machine
Parts and Machine
–

Check and ensure the rotation of roving bobbins, if it is not then inform to superior to repair
the bobbin holders unless it creates stretch on rove and the excess stretching creates roving
breaks.

–

Check the condition of aprons and spindle tape weather it is broken or worn out and change
the damaged items if found any.

–

Ensure the clearer rolls are rotating properly without any struggling.

–

Ensure the pnuemafil tubes are receiving/sucking the waste properly and clean waste inside
the tube if found any chocking.

–

Ensure the lappets are tilting properly, if found any abnormal actions should inform the same
to the respective person to rectify it.

–

Ensure the spindles are running smoothly without any vibration.

–

Check the spindle brakes are acting properly while stopping spindle.
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2.1.13 Ensure that All Allocated Spindles Are Running With
Uniform Length of Yarn on Cop, Variations If Any Should Be
Discussed With Operator and Reported To the Superior
Yarn length on cop between spindles should be uniform. If found any variations in length should be
reported to the superior to take action immediately with the help of fitters.

2.1.14 Check the Condition of Running Spindles, Damages If
Any should be Reported to the Superior
Patrol around the machines and check the condition of spindles and report to the superior if any
damages like broken spindle button, broken spindle lock, loose mounting over the bolster, etc.

2.1.15 Check the Cleanliness of Machines and Work Area
Take a look around the machines, work area with the previous shift counterpart and ask to do clean if
found tidy.

2.1.16 Check for Any Spare/Raw Material/Tool/Yarn/Any
Other Material Thrown Under the Machines or In the Other
Work Areas

Figure 2.1.16 Cop/empties dropped over floor
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2.1.17 Questions the Previous Shift Operator for any
Deviation in the Above and Should Bring the Same to the
Knowledge of His Shift As Well As That of the Previous Shift
Convey the information to the superior if, whatever the matter you found which is not properly done
and ask advice for the alternatives to solve the same.

2.1.18 Ensure that there is No Roller Lapping in Ring Frame
Patrol around the machines, clean roller lappings if any and ensure that there is no roller lapping in
allocated machines.

2.1.19 Remove the Roller Lapping Manually If Any, without
Damaging the Cots
Top roller cot is a rubber material. It should be cleaned by hand only as shown in figure below if
processing cotton fibres. In the case of heavy lapping and synthetic fibres processing, use hooked
knife (formally is called ATIRA hook) gently without damaging the roller cotsasthe lapped fibreswill be
strongly adhered with the roll.

Figure 2.1.19 Remove the roller lapping

2.1.20 In Case of Burnt Travelers, Ensure that only the
Correct Size of Traveler is usedfor Replacement
Bunch of travellers are temporarily kept in machine for replacing burnt travellers. The sider should
check that the travelers are correct size as written in the display board of machine. If sure with that
traveller, proceed to change travelers.
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2.1.21 Ensure the waste collection boxes are empty while
taking charge of shift
Check the waste collection boxes, if found any, ask the previous shift worker to deposit the wastes at
the proper place.

2.1.22 Ensure the OHTC is Working Properly
Check whether the OHTC is running in all theallocated machines and depositing the collected waste in
the tray provided at the end of machine.

2.1.23 Ensure the Working Spot is Clean
Check the working spot free from waste at the main alley ways, around machine, material stack, rack,
windows, etc., and also ensure the materials and material handling equipment are properly placed in
their appropriate places.
Ensure that the previous shift rejected/defective materials placed properly and taken for further
actions.

2.1.24 Take over the Shift from the Outgoing Ring Frame
Tenter in Proper Manner
Get the full responsibility of shift from the outgoing worker in proper manner.

Tips

!

–

Prepare check list which contains what are the things to be done while taking over the shift
from the previous shift worker.

–

Perform as per the check list and check the list then and there if any things are left.

–

Don’t waste time in queue for finger print attendance. Come early and do it without any delay.
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Don'ts

1.

Not
opening or closing the
door/windows/ventilators depending
upon the requirements of the working
atmosphere and affecting it.

2.

Not using the correct markings/not
following the correct identification
marks/colour and making count mixups.

3.

Not informing the concerned
immediately even after hearing the
erratic sound from the machine and
continue running the machine thereby
leading to major breakdowns.
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4.

Not keeping the hands, trolleys, floors,
empties, machineries, rollers, etc., neat
and tidy which causes stain in
materials.

5.

Not maintaining the trolleys and other
equipments/devices properly and also
handling them roughly.

6.

Starting the machines without noticing
the machinery conditions and
operatives still attending the
machines.
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7.

Keeping the machinery parts, oil cans,
grease guns, materials, tools, etc., over
window sills or machine or else under
the machines.

8.

Not collecting the materials, tools,
spares etc., scattered inside the
department.
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9.

Running the machines with defective
belts or ropes.

10.

Keeping the doors, windows and
ventilators of the well humidified shed
open while the plant is running.

Exercise
1.

What are the matters to be checked while taking over shift from counterpart?

2.

What you mean by color coding system and state its importance while changing count in ring
frame?

3.

State the impacts of supply shortage?

4.

What is idle spindle and state any of two examples?

5.

What will do if you found spindle tape cut?
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UNIT 2.2: Handing over Shift to the Ring Frame Tenter

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Become well verse with basic skills of communication

2.

Understand the role of Ring frame tenter

3.

Perform tasks while handing over shift

4.

Become familiar in housekeeping activities

2.2.1 Ensure in Providing the Details Regarding Count
Produced, Color Coding Followed in the Ring Frames for his
Allocated Number of Spindles or Machines
Check the details such as count, color code are provided in the ring frame and this information to be
used to bring correct color coded roving bobbins.

2.2.2 Provide All Relevant Information Regarding the Count
Produced, Idle Spindles, Damaged Machine Parts If Any
Convey all relevant information regarding the count, color code, roving bobbin supply, idle spindle,
damaged machine parts, machine stoppages, etc.

2.2.3 Get Clearance from the Incoming Counterpart before
Leaving the Work Spot
Ensure all the information related to shift handover is received properly by the incoming shift worker
unless it is goes wrong particularly in the case of count change and color code activities.
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2.2.4 Report to his Shift Supervisor As Well As that of the
Incoming Shift Supervisor in Case his Counterpart Doesn’t
Report for the Incoming Shift
Receive all necessary information from the outgoing worker before he leaves the work spot, if the
counterpart leaves the spot without your knowledge, report to his shift supervisor and take necessary
action for the alternatives.

2.2.5 Ensure the Shift has to be Properly Handled over to the
Incoming Shift Operator
After completion of work, prepare the list what are the things to be informed related to the shift then
hand over to the incoming shift worker and convey the same as per the list and ensure with the list all
the matters are conveyed.

2.2.6 Report to his shift Supervisor about the
Quality/Production/Safety Issues/Any Other Issue Faced in
his Shift and should Leave the Department only after Getting
Concurrence for the Same from his Supervisor
Write down the issues faced related to the production (more end breakages, repeated breaks, more
machine down time due delay doffing, count changing, traveller changing, wheel changing,
maintenance activities and power failure), quality (lean cops, ring cop, oil staining, undrafted roving),
etc., in the log register book and present the same to the shift supervisor. Get feedback and follow the
instructions of supervisor to do further before leaving the shift. Once you have cleared the task said by
the supervisor you may to leave the shift.

2.2.7 Collect the Wastes from Waste Collection Bags Weigh
Them and Transport to Storage Area
The amount of pneumafil waste is nothing but efficiency of machine. If more the pneumafil waste
poorer will be machine performance,which may due to poor performance of the sider or more end
breakage. So, at the end of the shift the sider must collect their waste from allocated machines and
weigh them properly machine wise and record the same in register. If instructed, transport the
weighed waste to the storage area.
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2.2.8 Ensure the Work Spot is Clean

Figure 2.2.8 Tidy work spot

Tips

!

–

Prepare check list which contains what are the things to be done while handing over the shift
to the incoming shift worker.

–

Perform as per the check list and check the list then and there if any things are left.

–

Use color code systems for indicating idle spindles, spindle tape cut, etc.

Don'ts

1.

Leaving the work spot during working
hours without permission.
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2.

Using compressed air for cleaning their
dress, hands, legs, etc.

3.

Not maintaining the trolleys and other
equipments/devices provided properly
and also handling them roughly.

4.

Spoiling the good wastes by dropping
over the floor, keeping over the machine
parts, using them for cleaning the
machine parts, hands etc., mixing with
saleable wastes, not collecting the
wastes in time, cutting the wastes with
knife, dropping the wastes inside the hot
air exhaust grills.
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5.

Achieving the settled production well
before the shift end and standing idle,
wandering here and there, disturbing
other operatives and going out of the
department, etc.

6.

Not informing the concerned
immediately even after hearing the
erratic sounds of the machine and
running the machine and leading to major
breakdowns.
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7.

Not using the correct makings/not
following the correct identification
marks and making count mixups.

8.

Keeping the machinery parts, oil cans,
grease guns, materials, tools, etc., over
window sills, machineries or else under
the machines.

9.

Not collecting the materials, tools,
spares etc., scattered inside the
department.
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10.

Dumping the materials, empty bobbins,
tubes, spares, tools, etc., in a corner or
keeping them as they are for a long time
unnecessarily.

11.

Cleaning the parts with hands which are to
be cleaned with compressed air on vacuum
cleaner or hand brushes or small sticks or
iron strings.

12.

Not keeping the roofs, windows, doors,
ventilators, etc., clean.
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Exercise
1.

What are the matters to be done before handing over the shift to the incoming counterpart?

2.

What is pneumafil waste and why it should be weighed at shift end?

3.

What you will do if incoming counterpart not arriving the work spot before you leaving?

4.

What is housekeeping and state its importance while shift hand over?

5.

Why the compressed air should not be used to clean our body?
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3. Creeling the Roving
Bobbin at Ring Frame
Unit 3.1 – Attending the machine for creeling
Unit 3.2 – Material handling of the roving
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Gain knowledge on machine parts & its function related to the respective module
2. Handling full and empty bobbins
3. Changing roving bobbin
4. Handling bobbin trolley
5. Gain knowledge on color coding system
6. Identifying roving waste
7. Controlling roving waste
8. Perform Quality roving piecing
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UNIT 3.1: Attending the Machine for Creeling
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Familiar in identifying the count and color code system
2. Identify the bobbin exhaust
3. Handle bobbin trolley
4. Become well verse in bobbin creeling at machine
5. Know the passage of material

3.1.1 Bring the Roving Bobbin from Storage area Using
Bobbin Trolley
•

Identify the stack area where the bobbins are stored with respect to the count being produced

•

If the bobbins are stored in rack instead of trolley, ensure the count by color code of bobbins,
transfer the bobbins from rack to trolley and bring to the machine.

3.1.2 Ensure the Correct Color Coded Bobbins are taken to
the Ring Frame
•

Check the color of bobbin with respect to the count

•

Check the count and other details provided in the bobbin trolley
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3.1.3 Identify the Roving Bobbin Exhausts and Removing the
Empty Bobbin
1. Check the passage for roving first, if no roving found then check the bobbin,
2. If the bobbin is found empty,
3. Remove the empty bobbin and place in reserve holder/trolley as shown in figures below:

Remove exhausted bobbin from the
bobbin holder with right hand

Place the empty bobbin in trolley

Figure 3.1.3 Identify the bobbin exhaust & remove empty bobbin
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3.1.4 Replace Exhausted Bobbin with Suitable Bobbin on the
Creel from the Reserve Holder/Trolley
3.1.4.1 Steps
:

STEP 1 Take full bobbin from trolley with
left hand.
.

STEP 2: Creel full bobbin in bobbin
holder

3.1.5 Ensure that the Colour Coding of the Feed in the Creel is
Correct
Check the roving bobbin color code as per the instruction given and ensure the same iscreeled in the
machine.
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3.1.6 Creel/guide Roving End
3.1.6.1 Steps
STEP 1:Take end from bobbin & guideover the
roving guide rod by right hand.

STEP 2: Trim tail end of roving with the help of
left hand.

STEP 3: Pass end in roving condenser guide
with left hand.
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STEP 4: Guide end in main drafting zone
with left hand.

3.1.7 Ensure the Proper Passage of Roving
Check whether the roving passage is inthe correct path. Ensure there is no cross roving, double roving,
etc., and correct if found any,otherwisethere can be a chance for yarn count variation.

3.1.8 Ensure that Minimum Time is taken for Creeling the
bobbin
Complete the change/creel within 30 seconds of time for only changing bobbin and piecing.

Tips

!

•

Be familiar on the exact location of bobbin storage with respect of color code which is running in
your allocated spindles thereby you can reducethe transportation time.

•

Maintain bobbin trolley free from fluffs, which help to move the trolley easily.

•

Attend the creeling only after the exhaustion of roving bobbin.

•

Make initial end of roving bobbin at top of bobbin while fixing it in holder, which helps for further
task.

•

Use waist bag to keep the roving waste.
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Don’ts

1.

Keeping the roving bobbins at one side of
the frame and walking too much of
distance for taking the bobbin

2.

Dropping the full bobbin underneath the
machine or in the alley ways while creeling
the bobbin due to carelessness and
spoiling the bobbin

3.

Carrying too many bobbins in hands and
sometimes dropping the bobbin in the
alley ways and underneath the machine
and spoiling them

4.

Dropping the empty bobbin in the alley
ways or underneath the machine during
bobbin changing
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5.

Not cleaning the bobbin when there is
defect, while creeling the bobbin

Exercise
1. What should be checked while bringing roving bobbins to the ring frame machine?
2. Why should the bobbins not to be creeled over the machine frame?
3. Why the bobbins should not be replenished when it has last one layer of roving?
4. What happened if piecing roving one over another while changing bobbin?
5. What is the approximate weight of a full roving bobbin?
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UNIT 3.2: Material Handling of Roving

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
Produce quality yarn
2.
Handle roving and roving bobbin without affecting the quality

3.2.1 Properly Handle the Roving and Roving Bobbin
?
Hold the bobbin bottom and not to touch the rove while taking full bobbin
?
Use only thumb and index finger to get end from bobbin
?
Ensure that the hand is clean before making end in bobbin

3.2.2 Ensure Roving Surface Don't Get Damaged
?
Use peg trolley to store roving bobbins
?
Don't place bobbins over the ring frame machine which will damage the roving surface

Tips

!

?
Keeping the bobbin carrying trolley neatly.
?
Maintain the bobbin trolley in good condition by keeping the wheels free from waste, changing

the wheel bearing once it is damaged, etc.
?
Check function of bobbin holder before creeling the bobbin.

Don'ts
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1.

Using sliver can for distributing full
roving bobbins and collecting empty
bobbins

Exercise
1.

What type of trolley should be used to transport roving bobbins?

2.

What happened if the bobbins are carried with sliver can?

3.

What are the possibilities to protect roving bobbins from oil staining?

4.

How to avoid unraveling of roving tail end when it is hanged in ring frame machine?

5.

How many bobbins can be collected in hand safely if carried manually?
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4. Piecing the Broken
Yarn at Ring Frame
Unit 4.1 – Identifying the yarn breakage
Unit 4.2 – Piecing the broken yarn
Unit 4.3 – Ensure proper material handling of yarn
Unit 4.4 – Checking the quality of pieced yarn
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.

Gain knowledge on machine parts & its function related to the respective module

2.

Gain knowledge on type of breaks

3.

Handle running machine parts, cop, etc.

4.

Piece the broken yarn

5.

Change traveller

6.

Patrol machine

7.

Identify pneumafil waste, bonda waste, yarn waste, etc.

8.

Know Waste control activities

9.

Perform Quality of piecing
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UNIT 4.1: Identifying the Yarn Breakage

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Find different types of breaks such as simple break, traveler fly-off, roving break and roller
lapping break

2.

To do two operations at a time (i.e., walk and check for ends down spindles)

4.1.1 Patrol around the Ring Frame Machine and Identify
the Yarn Breakage

Patrol around the ring frame machine (look at
the creel & spindle and walk)

The drafted material is being sucked by the
pneumafil tube at the broken end spindle

Figure 4.1.1 Patrol around the ring frame machine& identify the yarn breakage
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4.1.2 Ensure the Minimum Time is taken for attendingthe
Yarn Breakage
•
•

Patrol the frame speedily without missing the broken ends
Take 7 seconds to patrol 100 spindles

4.1.3 Check for Yarn Break, Traveler Fly-off, Undraft &
Roller Lapping

Simple break

Traveler fly-off (No traveller found in ring)
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Roller Lapping
Figure 4.1.3 Check for simple break, traveller fly and lapping break

4.1.4 Apply the Spindle Brake to Stop the Spindle
4.1.4.1 Steps

STEP1: Apply spindle brake using left
hand middle finger

STEP2: Hold spindle using left hand index
finger
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STEP3: Get middle finger off from
spindle brake

STEP4: Hold spindle firmly by index &
middle finger and place thumb on
ring

Tips

!

•

Patrol the machine only one way (don’t try to attend broken ends at reverse side).

•

Follow zig-zag patrolling method when the breakage rate is low.

•

Use napkins/sponge kept in the pocket to drywet hands before attending break.
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Don'ts
1.

Standing at a particular place and
awaiting for end break to occur

2.

Not giving full attention while patrolling
and missing few breaks

Exercise
1.

What are all the points to be checked when patrolling a ring frame machine?

2.

What you mean by zig-zag patrolling method and when it is appropriate?

3.

What kind of impact will happen if you did reverse patrolling?

4.

How would you differentiate the breakages of spindle breaks, traveler loading breaks, roller
lapping breaks, roving breaks and lashing breaks?

5.

How to stop the spindle?
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UNIT 4.2: Piecing the Broken Yarn
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Piece broken end without failure

2.

Clean the traveler fluff/loading

3.

Change traveler and piece broken end

4.

Clean roller lapping and piece broken end

4.2.1 Take Yarn from Cop to Feed Lappet Hook via ABC Ring,
Insert in Traveler and Cut the Yarn and to Start Piecing

4.2.1.1 Steps
STEP1: Take the yarn from cop
with right hand

STEP2: Pass the yarn inside ABC ring
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STEP3: Pass the yarn inside lappet hook

STEP4: Position end in right hand palm and
relase tail end from index and thumb finger

STEP5: Get the end which is guided in the
ABC hook using thumb & index finger

STEP6: Postion end using left hand and
Insert end in traveller by right hand
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STEP 7: Release left hand from spindle

STEP 8: Bring the end upto the front
roller nip by right hand and cut the
yarn using left hand

4.2.2 Piece the Yarn
4.2.2.1 Steps

STEP1: Bring the yarn end near
roller nip
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STEP2: Touch the end with the drafted
material & twist the yarn slighlty

4.2.3 Ensure Proper Seating of Empties after Piecing
Check the proper seating of cop on spindle and insert properly if it not seatedcorrectly.

Figure 4.2.3 Improper seating of cop on spindle

4.2.4 Ensure Proper Traveller Running
Check the condition of traveller while attending broken end and clean fluffs at traveller if it is found.

Figure 4.2.4 Clean traveller fluffs
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4.2.5 Ensure Minimum Time is taken for Piecing the Yarn
Complete the piecing cycle within 6 seconds

4.2.6 Ensure Proper Material Handling of Ring Cops
•

Handle cops/empties gently.

•

Use only crates to store cops.

4.2.7 Ensure the Yarn should be Pieced With Minimum
Over Lapping

Figure 4.2.7 Bad piecing

Tips

!

•

Avoid taking the cop from the spindle while attending break evenupto 1/4thof cop stage

•

Rotate cop by releasing spindle slightly to pick the hidden end from the cop

•

Position the traveller on ring at 7 ‘O’clock angle

•

Yarn cutting should be done near the roller nip area

•

Piecing length should be less than 10 mm

•

Keep the yarn waste in waist bag/pocket after piecing
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Don'ts
1

Taking the cop out of the spindle and
then piecing the end

2

Feeling the tension of yarn with middle
and forefingers after piecing

3

Pulling more length of yarn while taking
end
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5

Trying to piece when there is a creel
break

7

Trying to piece when there is a roller
lapping

9

Trying to piece when the over head
clearer is passing
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11

Piecing end with more length of yarn
and making thick place

Exercise
1.

How to piece end with minimum piecing length?

2.

What direction to impart twist while piecing end?

3.

Why should clean the traveler loading while piecing end?

4.

What will happen if the cop not inserted properly after piecing the broken end?

5.

Why should not use the knife to clean the top/bottom roller lapping?
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UNIT 4.3: Ensure Proper Material Handling of Yarn

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Handle cops/yarn without affecting the quality

2.

Perform task with minimum waste of yarn

3.

Learn the importance of using waist bag/apron/coat

4.

Control the waste generation

4.3.1 Put the Roving Ends and Roller Bonda Waste in the
Bags/Pocket While Attending the End Breakages
Roving waste during bobbin change

Bonda waste during lapping break
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Put collected waste in the
bag/pocket

Figure 4.3.1 Put collected waste in the bag/pocket while attending the yarn breakage

4.3.2 Ensure Proper Material Handling of Yarn and Cops
•

Place the cop in cop crate (empty tube color code should be mind) after finishing gaiting

•

Collect & place the fallen cops/empty tubes in the respective cop crates

Tips
•

!

Collect roving, bonda and yarn waste separately from bag/apron pocket and deposit in
separate bins

•

Remove pneumafil waste from machine and collect in their respective bin at regular
intervals

•

Different count of waste should not be mixed together

•

Yarn cutting should be done near the roller nip area

•

Piecing length should be less than 10 mm

•

Keep the yarn waste in waist bag/pocket after piecing
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Don’ts
1.

Piecing end with more length of yarn
and making thick place

2.

Dropping waste in alley ways

3.

Not cleaning the roller clearers when
there is heavy accumulation

4.

Using knife for cleaning roller lappings
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5.

Not using the waist bag properly for
keeping the waste

6.

Dropping the cop in the alley way of
underneath the machine after using it
for the first round of piecing after
doffing

Exercise
1.

What is the necessity of tying hip bag?

2.

What will happen if you dropping waste over floor instead of keeping inside the
bag/pocket?

3.

What kind of tool should be used to clean roller lapping if lappings are more?

4.

What is the name of waste which is cleaned from top/bottom rollers?

5.

Is it right to mixing yarn waste with the roving or bonda waste? If right or wrong state the
reasons?
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UNIT 4.4: Checking the Quality of Pieced Yarn

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be:
1.

Familiar in identifying the defective piecing

2.

Improving the quality of piecing

4.4.1 Ensure the Quality of Piecing is As per Standard
Check the quality of piecing at machine

Figure 4.4.1 After piecing the broken yarn

4.4.2 Ensure the Tension of Pieced Yarn is Proper
Check the tension of pieced yarn by feeling with the index finger if required
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4.4.3 Ensure that the Cop is Perfectly Fit in the Spindle
Check the proper seating of cop in the spindle and correct if improperly seated

Figure 4.4.3 Improper seating of cop in the spindle

4.4.4 Verify Proper Material Passage from Drafting Zone till
the Yarn Wound in Cop
Check passage at drafting zone
whether the roving is properly
passed between the pair of drafting
rollers or not as shown in figure.

Check the delivery of front roller
nip and its run through lappet
hook peroperly as shown in figure.
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Check the passage between lappet &
abc ring

Check the proper winding of yarn in
cop

Figure 4.4.4 Passage of material from drafting zone to cop

Tips

!

•

Taking trial for checking piecing quality with black board

•

Follow best piecing method as well as check the piecing quality
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Don’ts
1.

Checking the yarn tension for every
piecing

2.

Not inserting the cop to the bottom of
the spindle

3.

Not giving any importance for drafting
zone cleanliness

Exercise
1.

What is the preferred quality of piecing? And how it is differed from thick piecing?

2.

How to piece broken end with first attempt?

3.

What will happen if you keeping more hard waste in your hand while piecing end?

4.

How the bad piecing affect the autoconer machine efficiency as well as the yarn quality?

5.

What are the causes for cop bottom adas?
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5. Carryout Cleaning
Activities at Ring Frame
Unit 5.1 – Carryout cleaning activities
Unit 5.2 – Other tenting responsibilities

TSC/N 0204
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Knowing Importance of cleaning activities
2. knowing Responsible jobs for tenter in ring frame in cleaning and maintenance
3. knowing Procedure and tools used for cleaning and maintenance
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UNIT 5.1: Carryout Cleaning Activities

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know the importance of cleaning activities
2. Know the responsible jobs for sider in ring frame in cleaning and maintenance activities
3. Understand the procedure and tools used for cleaning and maintenance

5.1.1 Ensure Proper Cleaning of Drafting Zone
Clean waste/fluffsaccumulated around
the top and botton drafting rollers
using picker as shown in the
figure at R.H.S

Ensure that the drafting zone is c
leaned properly before moving to
next section

Figure 5.1.1 Ensure Proper Cleaning of Drafting zone
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5.1.2 Ensure Proper Cleaning of Creel, Roving Guide, Spacer,
Aprons, Top Roller Lapping, Bottom Roller Lapping, Arbour,
Roving Guide, Top Clearer and Bottom Clearer
Check the cleanliness of creel, roving guide, spacer, aprons, top & bottom roller arbour and top &
bottom clearer and clean if it isnot.

5.1.3 Ensure Proper Rotation of Clearer Rollers
Check the rotation of clearer rollers and correct/replace if it is not rotating or trapped.

5.1.4 Deposit the Yarn Waste in Their Pocket and Finally
Deposit in the Waste Collection Box

Keep the yarn waste in pocket
after piecing end

Hard waste/ yarn waste

Figure 5.1.4 Depost yarn waste in their pocket
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5.1.5 Check the Pneumafil Waste Once in an Hour and
Remove the Wastes if Required
Open the door at m/c off end

Remove pneumafil from m/c duct and
deposit it into the bag tied inside
the machine

Fig 5.1.5Check the pneumafil waste and remove

5.1.6 Remove the Roller Lapping Manually or with Tools
Provided, without Damaging the Cots
Break due to top Roller lapping
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Clean top roll lapping waste as
shown in figure at R.H.S

Breakage due to bottom roller lapping

Clean bottom roll lapping waste as
shown in figure at R.H.S

Figure 5.1.6Remove the roller lapping without damaging the cots

5.1.7 Ensure the Waste Collected From Different Parts of
Machine are Deposited in the Respective Bins
Tenter has the responsibility to clean waste from following parts of ring frame machine,
1. Pneumafil waste at machine off end
2. Pneumafil pipe chocking
3. Bonda waste at drafting rollers and its arbour
4. Clearer waste at clearer rollers
The above kinds of waste should be cleaned then and there and to be deposited in separate bins
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Tips

!

•

Clean lappings, lashing ends, traveller loading, clearer, chocked pneumafil tube, pneumafil waste,
etc., then and there

•

Always tie waist/hip bag while inside the department

•

Maintain cleaning tools such as brush, picker, cleaning stick, etc., in specified place

•

Do the cleaning work as per the schedule unless it will affect your first priority work

•

Instead of waiting for drafted roving to come out at the front rollers during creel break/bobbin
change try to attend nearby spindle break or clean the clearers

Don’ts
1.

Not giving importance for drafting zone
cleanliness

2.

Not cleaning the roller clearers when there
is heavy accumulation

3.

Not cleaning the traveler while piecing
even when there is waste accumulation
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4..

Cleaning m/c with good soft waste

5.

Wasting time in cleaning the clearer before
attending the break

6.

Not cleaning the bobbin when there is
defect, while attending creel break

7.

Using knife for cleaning the bobbins
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8.

Using knife for cleaning roller lappings

9.

Not cleaning the rove guide rod when
there is a heavy waste

10.

Not cleaning the spindle waste even if the
waste is observed

11.

Not cleaning the pneumafil holes and
leaving them as they are
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Exercise
1. What will happen if you fail to clean the clearer roller in time?
2. Why the drafting zone should keep tidy?
3. Which tools could be best to clean the drafting zone?
4. What is pneumafil waste and where it is to be collected in ring frame machine?
5. How do you will clean the pneumafil suction tube?
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UNIT 5.2: Other Tenting Responsibilities
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Improve general awareness
2. Overcome problems with respect to the tenter responsibilities and handle shift without any tense

5.2.1 Inform for Removal of Worn Out Parts and Ensure
Replacement with New Parts in Ring Frame Machine
Check the condition of ring frame parts especially roving guide, spacer, cradle, top cot roller, aprons,
lappet hook, separator plate, spindle button, etc., and inform to replace with new if it is worn out.

5.2.2 Replace Traveller during Count Change and As per the
Instruction of Supervisor
5.2.2.1 Steps

STEP1: Seal empty tube top
side using waste
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STEP 2:Remove traveller using empty
tube & collect old traveller
inside the tube

STEP 3: Get new traveller from
tray/box

STEP 4: Collect traveller in LH palm

STEP 5:Take traveller using RH thumb
& index finger
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STEP 6: Insert traveller on
ring

5.2.3 Ensure Proper Setting of Pneumafil Pipe at Machine
Tenter should always check the proper seating of pneumafil pipe in its place as it will be removed and
fixed frequently for cleaning.
Improper seating of pneumafil pipe leads to in adequate suction causes lashing breaks.

5.2.4 Check Cross Roving
Check the passage of roving at creel and correct if cross roving is found as shown in figure below.

Figure 5.2.4 Cross roving
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5.2.5 Check Top Arm Lifting
Check the proper lifting of top arm.

Position of LH & RH while lift top arm

Lift and check proper action
Figure 5.2.5 Check Top Arm Lifting

5.2.6 Check OHTC Air Blowing
OHTC (Over Head Travelling Cleaner) is used to clean fluffs at machine material passage by blowing air
and suck fallen fluffs from floor.
Tenter should check the working of (blowing and sucking of air) OHTC randomly and inform if it is not
working properly.

5.2.7 Check Top Apron, Bottom Apron and Spacer
Check the condition of top & bottom apron and spacer and replace with spare if it is found defective
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5.2.8 Ensure that the Correct Size Traveller is Used for
Replacement
Traveller sizevarious to different yarn count. If any count change is done, respective traveller to be
changed otherwise the condition of working will get bad and quality of yarn will deteriorate.
So, the tenter should check the traveller size with respect to the count being produced and inform to
supervisor if it is found wrong.

5.2.9 Check Damaged Bobbin and its Reuse
Check if defective/damaged bobbins were creeled in the machine and replace with good if it is found.

5.2.10 Any Quality Affecting Factors like Missing Spacers,
Spindle Vibration, Damaged Aprons, Defective Cots, etc.,
Should be Reported to the Supervisor
Report to the supervisor if found any of following (i.e. quality affecting factors),
Missing spacers: Spacer is placed at top cradle to maintain the appropriate space for rove drafting. If it
is not in place it will cause false drafting.
Spindle vibration: Spindle vibration causes more end breakages and poor quality of yarn
Damaged aprons: it causes poor drafting and drafted fibers get escaped from drafting zone
Defective cots (groove, cut & damaged): it causes roller lapping breaks

5.2.11 Verify the Proper Build of the Roving Bobbin
Check the roving bobbin package free from defects such as incorrect tapper, slough-off, ridgy bobbins,
etc., and dispose if it fails in unraveling.

5.2.12 Report to the Supervisor in the Case of Emergency
Stoppage of Machine
If the machine was stopped due to some emergency case, one should report immediately to the
supervisor.
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5.2.13 Ensuring all the Details Related to Production are
Provided to the next shift Operator while Relieving
During shift change all the details related to the production should be conveyed to the next shift
operator and ensure the same.

Don’ts
1.

Wetting/Trying the travellers in the mouth
and using them

2.

Leaving the yarn waste inside the Pneumafil
tube

3.

Not inserting the pneumafil tubes properly
after cleaning the chocked waste
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4..

Releasing the top arm unnecessarily and
keeping the spindle idle

5.

Not releasing the top arm of the idle
spindles

6.

Making an attempt to adjust the top arm
roll pressure without informing the
concerned

7.

Trying to piece when the over head clearer
is passing
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8.

Not informing the concerned or raising the
indication blade in time for rectifying the
defects like defective spindles, apron – cut,
tape cut, etc.

Exercise
1.

How many days once the traveller to be changed? And why it is changed at particular frequent
interval time?

2.

Can use the traveler which is taken from the floor? If no/yes state the reasons?

3.

What will do if you find idle spindle due to broken spindle tape, broken apron and no supply
bobbin?

4.

What is the function of OHTC and how do you will ensure the proper working of OHTC?

5.

What are the responsibilities of sider during and after the count change?
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6. Maintain the Work
area, Tools and Machines
Unit 6.1 – Maintain the work area, tools and machine
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gain knowledge on Housekeeping system
Identifythe basic hand tools like cleaning hook, cleaning stick, bag, etc.
Handle various equipments
Perform maintenance activities for handling equipments
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UNIT 6.1: Maintain Work area, Tools and Machines
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gain knowledge on Housekeeping system
Identify the basic hand tools like cleaning hook, cleaning stick, bag, etc.
Handle various equipments
Perform maintenance activities for handling equipments

6.1.1 Handle Materials, Machinery, Equipment and Tools

with Care and Use them in the Correct Way
•

Use peg type trolley to handle/transport roving bobbins from one place to another place.

•

Trolley should be pushed forward and not to drag/pull the trolley.

•

Collect fallen materials found underneath the machine immediately and place in appropriate
place.

•

Collected wastes such as roving, bonda waste, clearer waste, pneumafil waste and yarn waste and
deposit in the allocated bins/boxes and not to drop over floor at any cost.

•

Handle the operational switches in machine gently and avoid over pressing the switches causing
damage.

•

Use the spindle brake to stop the spindle and strictly avoid the practice of taking cop from the
spindle directly without applying the brake.

•

Hand picker/clearer cleaning gun should be handled gently and not to play with the gun.
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6.1.2 Use Correct Lifting and Handling Procedure
•

Roving bobbin should be lifted/ handled by holding the bottom portion as shown in figures below.

Lifting of full bobin towards to holder

Removing empty bobbin from holder
Figure 6.1.2 Handling method of roving bobbin

•

Movement of bobbin/any trolley should be forward by push and not to drag/pull.
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6.1.3 Use Materials to Minimize Waste
•

Use peg type trolley to handle/transport roving bobbins from one place to another to avoid bobbin
damage as well as reduce the roving wastage.

•

Use individual spindle monitoring system to control pneumafil waste significantly.

Figure 6.1.3 Spindle monitoring system

6.1.4 Maintain Clean and Hazard Free Working Area
•
•
•
•

Use of apron/waist bag
Deposit waste in bins kept at appropriate place (Pneumafil)
Keep pathway free for OHTC movement
Ensure the cop crates, doffing/bobbin trolleys arestacked properly in marked area

6.1.5 Maintain Tools and Equipments
Maintain tools/equipments such as brush, hand picker, traveller box, bobbin trolley wheel free from
waste, etc.

6.1.6 Carryout Running Maintenance with Agreed Schedules
Draft zone cleaning
Remove and hold clearer in L.H, clean the top roll
arbour and bottom roll sections with picker gun,
fix the clearer roll in its place after cleaning, clean
the picker spindle once it is accumulated and
keep the waste in pocket
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Clearer cleaning
Remove and hold the clearer roll in L.H,
clean/strip the waste collected around the
clearer by R.H, keep the clearer waste in pocket
and fix the cleaned roll in its place

Figure 6.1.6 Carryout Running Maintenance

6.1.7 Carry out Maintenance and/or Cleaning within One’s
Responsibility
Maintain cleanliness of draft zone & passage of the material; Ensure proper position and cleanliness of
clearers and proper pneumafil suction.

6.1.8 Report Unsafe Equipment and other Dangerous
Occurrences
Report if any things that have seen as unsafe such as electrical wiring problems, over heat, abnormal
noise produced by machine, damaged trolleys and its wheels, damaged floor surface, damaged
exhaust grill and so on.

6.1.9 Ensure that the Correct Machine Guards are in Place

Figure 6.1.9 Machine safe guard (indicated by red color arrow)
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6.1.10 Use Cleaning Equipment and Methods Appropriate
for the Work to be carried out
•

Use hand picker for cleaning creel, drafting zone, spindle bottom, jockey pulley and tin roller
pulley.

•

Clean top roller lapping manually and use ATIRA hook to clean bottom roller lapping if it is
necessary.

•

Clean top and bottom roller clearer manually or use automatic clearer cleaning machine if
required.

•

Use stick/nylon wire to clean pnuemafil pipe chock and don’t blow air by mouth to clean it.

6.1.11 Store Cleaning Equipment Safely After Use
•

Keep the cleaning brush, stick, roller picker, etc., at the specified place.

•

Keep the stick/nylon wire in the waist bag/coat pocket and place the picker, brush, etc., at the
specified place provided in the machine.

6.1.12 Carry out Cleaning According to Schedules and Limits
of Responsibility
Clean the different parts of machine as suggested below,
•

Collection of pneumafil waste – once in an hour or as per the mills practice

•

Collection of OHTC waste – Once in shift

•

Clean top roll clearers – Once in a shift or day or as per the mills practice

•

Drafting rollers arbour cleaning – as and when required

Tips

!

•

Place tools/equipments in its specified place after completing the task.

•

Do the cleaning job as per schedule.

•

Ask the supervisor to provide the check list and follow as per the list.

•

Take initiative to do housekeeping activities and take responsibility in 5s activities.
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Exercise
1. How will you move the trolley from one place to another?
2. What is the correct creeling method of roving bobbin?
3. How will you ensure the safety of your department?
4. What is running maintenance? State its important
5. Mention the name of different cleaning equipments?
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7. Working in a Team

Unit 7.1 – Commitment and trust
Unit 7.2 – Communication
Unit 7.3 – Adaptability
Unit7.4 – creative freedom

TSC/N 9002
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Understanding about the team work and its importance
2. Knowing the basic requirements of team work
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UNIT 7.1: Commitment and Trust
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Taking responsibility to do own job
2. Working effectively and efficiently

7.1.1 Be Accountable to the Own Role in Whole Process
Take the ownership of the machines assigned, check the process parameters, machine conditions,
counts processed, working conditions, count identification systems, etc., every shift while taking
charge and ensure proper conditions and systems. Perform the tenting jobs as per the standard
operating procedures.

7.1.2 Perform All Roles with Full Responsibility
Take instructions from the superiors and previous shift workers and understand the changes made in
the previous shift and perform the tenting jobs as specified. Patrol the assigned machines
continuously as specified, attend breaks, replenish bobbins, clean the machines, coordinate with the
doffers, cleaning and maintenance personnel and perform the specified duties and responsibilities.
Handover the machines in good working conditions to the incoming shift worker and fully brief him
about the changes made in each machine if any during the shift and also highlight about the special
instructions to be carried out in the next shift.

7.1.3 Be Effective and efficient at work place
Continuously perform the tenting jobs as per the standard operating procedures effectively and
efficiently throughout the shift and ensure high productivity, least waste generation and production of
good quality. Follow the standard order and attend to the work regularly, plan the leave in advance
and ensure regular attendance.
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Tips

!

•

Prepare daily for what-ifs, which will help for accomplishing your commitments with alternative
plans.

•

Make the commitment to think big and never be satisfied with the goals you have achieved. Set
higher goals.

•

Commit to work consistently without pause, taking steps toward your targets.

•

Maintain your self-respect which refuses the motto of “I will do it later”.

Exercise
1. What is commitment?
2. What is responsibility?
3. What will you do to be efficient in your job?
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UNIT 7.2: Communication
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Improving communication on company polices
2. Report all problems faced during the shift
3. Improving the interacting skill with colleagues

7.2.1 Properly Communicate About Company Policies
Aware of the rules and regulations, standing order, quality policy, other standards and policies of the
company, about the worker rights as per the State and Centre labour legislations and follow them
properly. Also communicate the same with the co-workers effectively and properly.

7.2.2 Report all the Problems Faced During the Process
Report to the superiors immediately whenever there is any abnormality is observed in the assigned
machines and also in the factory which could be relating to safety, machine performance, behavior of
the people within the factory premises, process conditions, etc., and arrange to take appropriate
action.

7.2.3 TalkPolitely with Team Members and Colleagues
While taking some special assignments or working as a team for performing certain jobs or with the
doffers or cleaning and maintenance personnel, brief them about the task and problems politely and
get the work done smoothly without any conflict. Explain with patience about the work instructions
and procedures to be followed as a team.

7.2.4 Submit Daily Report of Own Performance
Maintain the specified records and registers, record the details relating to production, waste
generation, count changes, special instructions carried out during the shifts, changes made in the shift,
doffing time, doffing delay, machine break down (both electrical and mechanical) like rogue spindle,
tape and apron brake, top arm problem, pneumafil suction problem, etc., idle spindles, empties and
reserve bobbin position, breakage rate, etc., and report to the superiors.
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Tips

!

•

Listen carefully what exactly counterpart trying to communicate to you before answering.

•

Be patient and wait until the counterpart complete his speech which improves good relationship
between the communicators.

•

Think well and summarize matters before communicating which will help to speak fluently.

•

Slow your speech down and pronounce the word loud & clear which will help the receiver to
understand the matter clearly.

Don’ts
•

Afraid to ask.

•

Give more attention in work than the person who talking with you.

•

Interrupt unnecessarily while speaking the opponent.

•

Showing your emotional reaction like upset, over react, etc.

Exercise
1. What is communication and why it is important?
2. Why polite talking is important?
3. How will you submit a report?
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UNIT 7.3: Adaptability

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Gain skill to work/handle critical situations
2. Adapt our self to work in different circumstances

7.3.1 Adjust in Different Work Situations
If there is a change in the machines assigned or there is a change in the material and count processed,
or instructed to work in a different department or given alternate job, accept the changes politely, get
the instructions and follow them properly. Whenever some new tools and equipments are given,
accept them with interest, follow the instructions, use them properly and give feedback.

7.3.2 Give Due Importance to Other’s Point of View
Work as a team with the doffers, cleaning and maintenance personnel, bobbin suppliers, sweepers
(housekeeping personnel) and perform the duties as specified. While working with them, encourage
the suggestions given by them and give due importance to implement the suggestions then and there
under the guidance of the superiors.

7.3.3 Avoid Conflicting Situations
Never argue with the co-workers and result in conflicts and even if the points raised by them are not
correct or not acceptable or against the rules and regulations of the company, counsel them properly if
necessary with the help of the colleagues or superiors and maintain cordial relationship with all the
people in the organisation.
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Tips

!

•

Taking different roles and responsibilities.

•

Accept and like your role/job first whatever it may be.

Exercise
1. What is adaptability?
2. How will you avoid a conflicting situation?
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UNIT 7.4: Creative Freedom
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be:
1. Improving innovative skills
2. Developing internal skills

7.4.1 Develop New Ideas for Work Procedures
Never work mechanically like a robot. Understand all the work instructions and procedures
thoroughly, analyse them and always find scope for improvement in a continuous manner. Follow the
Kaizen, quality circle, TQM, TPM, and other lean system to develop new ideas and work procedure.

7.4.2 Improveupon the Existing Techniques to Increase
Process Efficiency
Give priority for attending to breaks and bobbin changing, reduce doffing delay, reduce machine down
time at the time of count changes, break downs, etc., monitor machine auto speed after doffing or
changeover to higher speed at the earliest after doffing from slow speed in old ring frames, pay
attention to the effectiveness of pneumafil suction. OHTC suction, exhaust suction, department
ambient conditions (dry bulb, wet bulb, RH %), etc., and ensure good working conditions to achieve
maximum ring frame efficiency, high productivity and good quality.

7.4.3 Avoid Conflicting Situations
Never argue with the co-workers and result in conflicts and even if the points raised by them are not
correct or not acceptable or against the rules and regulations of the company, counsel them properly if
necessary with the help of the colleagues or superiors and maintain cordial relationship with all the
people in the organisation.
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Tips

!

•

Try to understand behavior of other/co-workers and behave accordingly

•

Cheering theco-workers even if they done upto the normal level

•

Do not use hard words if they did some errors

•

Do not discuss one’s personal matters to others in his absence

•

Avoid teasing co-workers

Exercise
1. Why it is important to generate new ideas?
2. How will you improve the existing work practice?
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At the end of this module, you will be:
1. Knowing the general safety Rules
2. Knowing the importance of personal protective equipment like apron, cap, earplugs, nose mask
etc. and their application under different working conditions.
3. Gain knowledge on various health hazards relevant to workplace and basic first aid training.
4. Identify and select right equipment such as fire extinguisher based on type of fire.
5. Become good practice on first aid, fire fighting, etc.
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UNIT 8.1: Comply Health, Safety and Security Requirements
at Work place

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Taking responsibility to do own job
2. Working effectively and efficiently

8.1.1 Comply with Health and Safety Related Instructions
Applicable to theWorkplace
Use ear plug, apron and mask to have protection against noise, moving machine parts and inhaling air
with micro dust respectively. Women workers to comb their hair properly, tie with band and cover with
cap. Women worker to avoid wearing loose dress, bangles, rings, and compulsorily wear over coat or
apron. Wear shoe or proper chappal.

8.1.2 Use and Maintain Personal Protective Equipment as
per rules

Figure 8.1.2.1 Ear plug, nose mask &head cap
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Figure 8.1.2.2 Hair fully covered with cap

Figure 8.1.2.3 Over coat with pockets

Figure 8.1.2.4 Canvas shoe/Cheppal

Figure 8.1.2 Use personal protective equipment
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8.1.3 Carry out Own Activities in Line with Approved
Guidelines and Procedures
Follow the right work practices and standard operating procedures for piecing, bobbin changing,
patrolling, cleaning of roller lapping, attending to roving break, cleaning of machine parts including
drafting zone, etc., as per the specified schedule depending upon the material and counts processed
and follow all the safety instructions while performing all these jobs.

8.1.4 Maintain a Healthy Lifestyle and Guard against
Dependency on Intoxicants
8.1.5 Follow Environment Management System Related
Procedures
Do not drop the waste over floor; Using dust bin and waste bin for disposing the waste materials and
keep all the tools and equipments at the specified place after using them.
Do not spit inside the department; Maintain the exhaust grid tidy.

8.1.6 Identify and Correct (if Possible) Malfunctions in
Machinery and Equipment
Identify end lashing, roller lapping, spindle tape cut or overturn, loose spindle tape, OHTC jam,
chocking of pneumafil tube, any vibration or abnormal sound, fire, electrical fault, etc., in the machine
and take appropriate action immediately wherever possible as specified adhering to safety
precautions.

8.1.7 Report any Service Malfunctions that cannot be
Rectified
Report to the concerned superiors immediately about the spindle tape cut or overturn, OHTC jam,
chocking of pneumafil tube, any vibration or abnormal sound, fire, electrical fault, etc., and arrange to
take appropriate action.
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8.1.8 Store Materials and Equipment in Line with
Organizational Requirements

Stacking of bobbin trolleys

Stacking of cop crates

Stacking of empties crates
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Storing of travellers
Figure 8.1.8 Store Materials and Equipment

8.1.9 Safely Handle and Remove Waste
•

Clean roller arbour/lapping waste carefully as per the standard operating procedure while
removing manually

•

Remove clearer roll from machine, clean the clearer and fix in its place; do not attempt to clean the
clearer on the machine.

•

Clean the traveller fluffs on the machine safely unless remove the traveller from the ring and clean
if required

8.1.10 MinimizeHealth and Safety Risks to Self and Others
Due to Own Actions
8.1.11 Seek Clarifications, from Supervisors or Other
Authorized Personnel in Case ofPerceived Risks
8.1.12 Monitor the Workplace and Work Processes for
Potential Risks and Threat
8.1.13 Carry out Periodic Walk-Through to Keep Work Area
Free from Hazards andObstructions, if assigned
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8.1.14 Report Hazards and Potential Risks/ Threats to
Supervisors or Other Authorized Personnel
8.1.15 Participate In Mock Drills/ Evacuation Procedures
Organized at the Workplace
8.1.16 Undertake First Aid, Fire-Fighting and Emergency
Response Training, if asked to do so
8.1.17 Take Action Based on Instructions in the Event of Fire,
Emergencies orAccidents
Alert co-workers and use appropriate fire extinguishers in case of fire. In case of accident, immediately
switch off the power and machine and give first aid to the victim. Report to the superior at once. Blow
the alarm in case of major incident.

8.1.18. FollowOrganisation Procedures for Shutdown and
Evacuation When Required
Use the alarm switch to aware people
working inside the mill about the
circumstance.
Alert all the fellow workers and guide
them to evacuate in case of
emergency and major fire.

Emergency alarm switch
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Use the emergency exit to get outside
from the mill immeadiatley when the
co n d i t i o n s a re go i n g o u t o f
control

Emergency exit
Some of the fire extingusing equipments used in the spinning mills

Fire extinguiser

Water hose
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Water buckets

Sand buckets
Figure 8.1.18 Orgainsation Procedure for Shutdown & Evacuation

Tips

!

•

Knowing the information related to safety such as person who trained with fire fighting and first
aid, location of emergency exits and first aid kits, etc

•

Keep a list of emergency contacts

•

Follow manufacturers safety guidelines on all equipments

•

Keep all working and walking surfaces free from oil, grease and so on

•

Avoid lifting heavy weight items above chest height

•

Change the damaged/worn out personal protective equipments

•

Be carefully when making turns in hall ways, blind corner to avoid the crash/accidents
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Exercise
1. List the safety equipment used for personal protection?
2. What has to be done to avoid material damage?
3. What you have to do to maintain a healthy mind and body?
4. What is your role when there is an accident happened?
5. In case of doubt in the job or work method whom to approach the clarification?
6. List the equipment and tools used for material safety?
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UNIT 8.2: Recognizing the Hazards

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Develop ability to recognize the hazards
2. Knowing the different kind hazards will occur with respect to the machine & work place

8.2.1 Identify Different Kinds of Possible Hazards
(Environmental, Personal, Planning the Safety Technique,
Ergonomic, Chemical) of the Industry
Indentify if any things as unsafe such as electrical wiring problems, fire smoke, abnormal noise and
sound produced by machine, damaged equipments, damaged floor surface, damaged exhaust grill,
working without safeguard provided by the mills, etc., and report to the respective person to take
necessary action.

8.2.2 Recognize Other Possible Security Issues Existing In the
Work Place
Movement of OHTC, placement of materials and equipments, unaware of 3rd person visit to the work
place, etc.
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Tips

!

•

Discuss and list type of hazards associated with your job or work spot.

•

Watch the mirror if provided at the blind corners, hall ways, etc., while turning

•

Watch the floor level, surface condition, etc., when moving from one place to another

•

Attend the training program on hazard recognize if provided by the management

Exercise
1. What are all the different types of hazards?
2. State the effects of damaged floor in your department?
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UNIT 8.3: Planning the Safety Techniques

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Familiar in identifying the hazards
2. Knowing the measures to control the hazards

8.3.1 Recognize Different Measures to Curb the Hazards
Electrical wiring problems – if any electrical wires are running near the path way or unprotected form
immediately take action to rid of it through electrical supervisor/engineer.
Fire smoke – if you smell some smoke,locate the exact place where it is coming and report to the
concerned person/fire fighter immediately to arrest it.
Abnormal noise and vibrations produced by machine–identify the root cause and report to the
concerned person
Damaged equipments, damaged floor surface& damaged exhaust grill
– Note down the exact area of damaged floor and report to the superior and get rectified through
civil department
– Note down the damaged equipments/exhaust grill (mention trolley no. & kind of problem)and
report to the superior and repair it through workshop department
Work without safeguard provided by the mills – if colleagues were working without the safe guards,
counsel them properly and work safely.
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Tips

!

•

Test the fire/smoke alarm atleast once in a month or as per the instructions provided by the
superiors

•

Name the key personal and alternates for the site safety

Exercise
1. How to curb the hazards in your department?
2. What is fire smoke alarm?
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UNIT 8.4: Implementing the Programmes

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Familiar in identifying the hazards
2. Knowing the measures to control the hazards

8.4.1 Communicate the Safety Plan to Every One
Communicate the colleagues, team members and other people about the implementation plan
taught by the management or experiencegained while execution of curbing the hazards.

8.4.2 Attach Disciplinary Rules with the Implementation
Follow the rules while execution.

Tips

!

•

Follow safety instructions daily and make it a habit

•

Participate in safety awareness programmes

•

Showing interest to superiors to take training on fire fighting, first aid, etc., programmes
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Exercise
1. Enlist the importance of communicating safety plans?
2. What are safety awareness programmes?
3. Do you know the place where the first aid box is placed and name the first aid trainers?
4. What are all the fire extinguishers in the spinning mill?
5. Which are the fire extinguishers you will use for different type of fire in the department?
6. Why match box should not be taken inside the mill premises?
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about organizational and industry standards
2. Know the requirements for self-development
3. Gain knowledge on Organisational & Industry standards
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UNIT 9.1: Self-development

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identifying our own strength and use wherever required
2. Develop thinking capability and try for new/best ideas

9.1.1 Perform Own Duties Effectively
Understand the rules and regulations specified in the standing order applicable to the mills and follow
them properly right from reporting for duty, performing the duties, taking lunch interval, use of
canteen, use of toilets, taking charge and handing over charge of the work, leaving the work premises,
availing leave, weekly off, following safety instructions, etc.

9.1.2 Take Responsibility for Own Actions
Not to violate safety regulations, do not fail to wear personal protective equipments while working in
the shop floor. Also take the responsibility of maintaining the machine always in effective working
condition. Not to violate the disciplinary procedures and follow the code of conduct.

9.1.3 Be Accountable Towards the Job Role and Assigned
Duties
As a ring frame tenter, perform the tenting jobs as specified, maintain the working performance of the
assigned machines, minimize waste generation, ensure quality piecing, good quality yarn and cop
production, etc.

9.1.4 Take Initiative and Innovate the Existing Methods
Take active part in the lean management systems such as 5S, Quality Circles, Kaizen, TPM, TQM, etc.,
and make continuous improvements.
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9.1.5 Focus on Self-learning and Improvement
Constantly interact with the superiors and skill development department and take initiative to
improving the work and safety knowledge. Also make efforts to simplify the work methods and
systems to reduce strain, improve quality and productivity.

Tips

!

•

Take note on others about how they are talk, act, behave, etc and realize what matters are
annoying or attracting you.

•

Interact with your colleagues, superiors, friends, etc., on any matters and develop your knowledge

•

Travel many places, talk with different peoples, experience the different situations and
environments, and take responsibility voluntarily to create opportunities your own.

Exercise
1. What are all your strength and weakness?
2. What will you do to improve your thinking ability?
3. “Innovation”, “Self – learning” – State the important.
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UNIT 9.2: Team Work

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Developing team working skills
2. Handle co-workers/team members and achieving the goal without hurting them

9.2.1 Co-ordinate with All the Team Members and Colleagues
Extend full cooperation whenever some projects are undertaken for making improvements in the ring
spinning department relating to productivity, quality, safety, cost reduction, etc. Also co-ordinate with
the team members to make continual improvement. Have interaction and develop the knowledge of
all the team members. Constantly motivate the team members and colleagues to making
improvement, following safe work practices, eliminating wastes as per lean system, etc.

9.2.2 Communicate Politely
Follow the company standing order procedures and report to the superiors whenever required.
Constantly get instructions from the superiors regarding the change in the working and process
conditions and follow correct work procedures. For example, at the time of count change, follow all
the work instructions given by the superiors and make necessary changes in the machine process and
settings. Follow proper identification system. Report about the daily production, waste generation,
quality problem, machine performance condition, break down, etc., to the superiors and take
appropriate instructions.

9.2.3 Avoid Conflicts and Miscommunication
Understand the work instructions and other communications properly and avoid conflicts and
miscommunication.
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Tips

!

•

Listen carefully to others

•

Give respect for others ideas and emotions

•

Trust one another to share their ideas and feelings

Exercise
1. Why team work is important?
2. Why communication is important in doing your job?
3. How will you encourage others?
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UNIT 9.3: Organisational Standards

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Knowing the organizational standards
2. Able to followthe organisation procedures

9.3.1 Know the OrganizationalStandards
Collect all the information relating to the organization, procedures, rules and regulations including the
standing orders, job description, standard operating procedures, counts processed, process
parameters, working conditions, etc., and understand them properly by constantly interacting with
the superiors and colleagues.

9.3.2 Implement them in your Performance
Follow all work instructions and company rules and regulations relating to working hours, shift timing,
reporting for duty, handing over charge, following safety procedures, giving the specified production,
improving productivity, controlling waste, etc.

9.3.3 Motivate others to follow them
Observe the performance and behavior of the colleagues and others inside the factory and motivate
them to follow the rules and regulations, work instructions, safety practices, etc., bring to their notice
immediately whenever there is any violation or deviation and motivate them follow the organizational
standards.
Extend full cooperation whenever undertake some projects for making improvements in the ring
spinning department relating to productivity, quality, safety, cost reduction, etc. Also co-ordinate with
the team members to make continual improvement. Have interaction and develop the knowledge of
all the team members. Constantly motivate the team members and colleagues to making
improvement, following safe work practices, eliminating wastes as per lean system, etc.
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Tips

!

•

Read at least one standard for a day which develop your curriculum significantly.

•

Discuss the standards what you have known with superiors and understand clearly

•

Pursue the standards daily which makes some positive inspiration to others to follow you

Exercise
1. Mention few general rules and regulations of your mill?
2. Mention few basic duties pertaining to your department?
3. What is meant by “Discipline”?
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UNIT 9.4: Industry Standards

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Knowing the industry standards
2. Follow the standards

9.4.1 Know the Industry Standards
Aware of the industry standard like quality and maintenance standards published by the Textile
Research Associations, code conducts published by employers’ organisations, labour legislations of
State and Central Government, safety standards of inspector of factories, fire precautions, fire fighting,
first aid, ISO standards, environment standards, National Occupations Standards, etc., and follow
them properly.

9.4.2 Align them with Organisation Standards
Understand all the industry standards stated under 8.4.1 and also the relevant standards of the textile
unit which might vary depending upon the location, machinery condition, material processed, working
environment, etc. Align both the standards, understand them properly and follow them as per the
instructions of the superiors.
Collect all the information relating to the organisation, procedures, rules and regulations including the
standing orders, job description, standard operating procedures, counts processed, process
parameters, working conditions, etc., and understand them properly by constantly interacting with
the superiors and colleagues.
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Tips

!

•

Interact with superiors to aware about the standards

•

Develop personal and soft skills

Exercise
1. Differentiate “Industry Standard” and “Organisation Standard”.
2. What are soft skills?
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